In today’s fast-changing world of business, speed is everything.

Organizations need to derive actionable insights from their data quicker than ever.

However, businesses often depend on busy IT teams for collecting, cleaning and contextualizing complex information to make it consumption ready—a process that is highly manual, prone to risk, and which can take weeks or months to complete.

—resulting in unconsumed data, insights you cannot trust and delayed outcomes.

THE ACCENTURE DATA SELF-SERVICE OFFERING leverages our machine-led assets and accelerators to help you:

Access and prepare data at speed
And deliver accurate and contextual data

MOVING YOUR DATA INTO THE FAST LANE
Using our data-self-service offering, a global financial institution was able to reduce data processing time from 21 days to just 1 day and improve accuracy from 25% to as much as 77%.

Co-ideate with our specialized data architects, supported by our alliance partners to drive smarter data decisions.

The speed of business will only accelerate and playing catch up is not enough!

Race ahead in your data self-service journey with Accenture.